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Palmer Digital Music CONTEST   

Hosted by Audio 3, the Digital Media Studies Department, & Mr. Maberry 
 
Enjoy making music on your DAW? Want to see how you stack up against other artists? Showcase your 
talents by entering this year’s Digital Music Contest at Palmer. The details are below. 
 
ELIGIBILITY:  

o All students at Palmer are eligible—The entry must be student-produced  
o Some competitions are timed, but all other entries must have been created between September 2017 

through April 20, 2018. Each entry must have been produced within that time period.  
o Projects must be submitted as an original project; in other words, no mp3s or other single audio files 

allowed. Judges must be able to see the work done and the elements used.  
o If software other than Logic Pro X or GarageBand was used, you must show that project to Mr. 

Maberry within the application used (i.e. FL Studio, Ableton, Studio 1, Pro Tools, or other). This will 
require you bringing in the laptop it was created on to show the project. 

o Entries are to be turned in no later than 3:30 on April 19th, 2018. Everyone is encouraged to turn in 
their work several days before the deadline. 

 
JUDGING:  

• Judges will be individuals from business, industry, and the general public (music professionals and 
music lovers).  

• There will be forms used by judges; specific comments beyond the marks on those forms are at the 
discretion of each judge. Please see the judging/rubric sheet below. 

 
AWARDS: 
 

Winners will be announced by May 4th. The method of announcement is yet to be determined; 
participants will be notified either at an awards/listening gathering, via email, or both.  
 
There will prizes awarded for 1st Place in each competition; there will also be certificates for the top 
three places in each competition.  

 
COMPETITIONS:  
 
You may enter a single competition category or 2 separate categories; specific guidelines and requirements 
are given on the next page, but here are the available ones this year: 
 

A. Genre Piece: 
§ Hip Hop 
§ EDM  
§ Easy listening  
§ Pop or Rock 

B. Fake-Genre Piece 
C. Original Vocal 
D. Musical Score, Sound Effects, and Foley 
E. Sample Magic*/Rhythm Roulette* 
F. Timed Contest* 

*Items E, and F will be timed and created in the classroom on a prearranged date 
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COMPETITION SPECIFICS:  
 
A. Genre Piece: Choose a genre (Hip Hop - EDM - Easy listening - Pop or Rock). Create a song that has 

that genre’s feel. See the judging criteria for elements that will be judged. 90-second maximum 
 
B. Fake Genre Piece: This competition is for you to create a song that would fit a made-up genre. It is 

based on a random phrase we’ve chosen and the piece should be what you interpret that genre to be. 
Have fun with this one & be creative. Judges will judge based on the criteria of the judging sheet, but also 
on the song they think fits the genre given. 90-second maximum. Here is the genre: “Hawaiian Trap Pop” 

 
C. Original Vocal: Music, beats, lyrics, and vocal recordings must be original; 90-second maximum. 

 
D. Musical score, sound effects, Foley. This is a one-minute project in which the original audio is deleted 

from the video and you make the video come to life by adding all the elements of sound needed. Video 
chosen for this project may be copyrighted but must not be video used in Maberry’s class assignments. 
If you need assistance downloading your video, see Mr. Maberry before Spring Break. 

 
E. Sample Magic/Rhythm Roulette: You will be given two audio samples; the challenge is to create a 

40-60 second song based on only those 2 samples. Any Logic plug-ins, filters, generators, and features 
can be used to create the song, but only those two samples (audio, blue track/waveforms) can used. You 
will need to come into the classroom one day ahead of time to be assigned a computer for this 
competition, log in, and set Logic Pro X preferences. 90-second maximum. 

 
F. Timed Contest: On a set date and time (probably a lunchtime competition) you will come to room 

255N and create a song in 45 minutes.  You will need to come into the classroom one day ahead of time 
to be assigned a computer for this competition, log in, and set Logic Pro X preferences. 

 
SUBMITTING ENTRIES: 
There are no entry fees. To submit an entry to the contest, follow these steps: 
 
A. Upload your submission to the designated place on Mr. Maberry’s server; you may come into his 

classroom, Room 255-N, Tech Building, and submit your work. 
 
B. Please double-check to be sure your project was successfully uploaded. 

 
 

C. Once the project folder and song are uploaded, a submission email must be sent to 
curtis.maberry@d11.org with the subject line: D11 Audio Contest submission. Please send one email 
per entry. 

 
Each entry email message should be clearly labeled in the following manner:  
 
Email Subject line: Palmer Digital Audio Contest submission 
 

Email body (the message) must include… 

1) Your name: 

2) Your contact email address: 

3) Title of the project folder: 

4) Entry category: Genre Piece; Fake-Genre Piece; Original Vocal; or Musical Score-Sound Effects- Foley. 
Sample Magic* & Timed Contest* will be turned in at the end of the timed/classroom competition. No email needed. 
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No other text or information is needed in the body of the email.  
Please monitor your email in case we have any questions or clarifications.  

 
 
FINAL DETAILS: This is a Palmer-only competition. After you upload your entries, send the details 
requested to curtis.maberry@d11.org.  

Submissions must be in that inbox by 3:30 P.M. on April 19th, 2018. 
 
 
CRITERIA FOR JUDGING 
 
All submissions will be judged on a number of criteria. All categories and submissions will be 
judged using A) GENERAL judging criteria, (which cover the technical aspects of audio & music 
production), and B) SPECIFIC judging criteria, which assesses quality with respect to the audio 
contest type. 
 
Below is a sample of the sheet judges will use: 
 

JUDGING EVALUATION SHEET 
Palmer High School Digital Audio Contest 

 
CATEGORY: ________________________________ 
 
SCHOOL: ________________________________ 
 
GENERAL: 
 
Followed Submission Requirements  1 2 3 4 5 
 (naming, email sent) 
 
Fit Category Requirements     1 2 3 4 5 
 (see specifics for this contest category) 
 
SPECIFIC: 
 
Song Construction    1 2 3 4 5 
 (B-M-E, unified/cohesive) 
 
Mixing     1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
 (arrangement, db levels, instruments) 
 
Listener Interest    1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
 (holds attention vs. boring or overly repetitive) 
 
Song Rating Overall    1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
 
 

Deduct 5 point off the total score if the entry exceeds the time guideline. 
 
Final Score = TOTAL POINTS (55 Possible)  ___________ 
 
Comments by the judge: 


